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Abstract

lirn: Studies have shown that waterpipe smoking is increasing in different societies,

especially among youth and adolescents. The purpose of this study has been to

investigate the prevalence of waterpipe smoking and awareness about dental and oral

side effects among students of Kerman University in 1396.

Research methodologt: This descriptive cross-sectional study has been performed on

students of Kerman University who rlere selected based on simple random sampling.

The data collecting tool was a questionnaire including demographic characteristics,

waterpipe smoking information including the use of waterpipe, frequency of use, place

of consumption, tendency to quit, and questions about awareness of oral and dental side

effects in waterpipe smoking (18 items), validity and reliability of which has been

verified. The data was entered into the computer and analyzed by SPSS 2l software, T-

test, linear regression and ANOVA at a significant level of 0.05%.

Results: In this study, 184 person (48%) were male and others were female. The average

age of the persons was 22.10 r 2.47 y'ears and the mean age of starting to use the

waterpipe smoking was 18.05 + 2.61 y'ears. 43.9% of people used waterpipe. 105

(4127%) persons used waterpipe just for entertainment and 120 guys (31.3%) used

waterpipe in cafes. The mean score of their awareness was 10,47 * 4.45 out of 18. The

rate of good awareness was (33.4%), moderate was (45.4%o) and poor was (19'3%)'

There was a significant relationship bef*een gender, marital status and lack of waterpipe

smoking awareness.

Conclusion: The results of this study shorved that waterpipe smoking among the studied

students was relatively high. Awareness of the side effects of waterpipe on oral health

was medium upward. Students' awareness of the effects of watrepipe on mouth health

should be emphasized.
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